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Abstract 
 
Title: Intermission of the game on the grounds of breaking the rules in young-junior 
boys categories. 
 
Objectives: This diploma thesis aims to find out intervals of the game and intervals of the 
intermission of the game in young-junior basketball and youth boys basketball 
matches, and to compare the detected data. The other aim is to discover the 
reasons leading to the intermission of the game of each catogory during these 
matches.  
 
Methods: As a research method, the method of observation of the video recordings of 
youth basketball and young-junior basketball matches from the website tvcom.cz 
was chosen. Using the basic statistic and arithmetic methods, the measured data 
were processed statistically and, consequently, graphically also. 
 
Results: It was discovered that children playing the young-junior basketball have the 
shortest average interval of the continuous game in all studied categories and that 
this interval is shorter than the interval of the average duration of the 
intermission of the game during young-junior basketball matches. The most 
frequent reason for the intermission of the game in all categories is a personal 
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